
Index

abortion, information on 216
academic speech protection 154–5
access

obligations of granting of
for media 261–5
for speech intermediaries 81–2

to information, rights to 95–101
accident reporting, and privacy rights

174–8
advertising

EU law on 251
political 263–5
religious 263
see also commercial speech

African Commission on Human and
Peoples’ Rights (AfComHPR)

on access to information rights 100–1
on criticism of judiciary/judges 161–3
on freedom of speech/media freedom 20,

133–4
on national law and human rights law 110
on whistle-blower protection 210

African tradition 111
agency capture 38
Albert (Prince of Monaco) 159–60
Alexy, Robert 53, 139
amateur journalism, and media freedom 62
anonymous quotations 74–5
anti-Semitism prohibition 236–8
apologies, obligations to publish 79–81
Areopagitica (Milton) 16
argumentative public discourse 30
arrest, protection of journalists against 91–2
artistic speech 78–9, 142
audiovisual media, content regulation of

137
Austria, public broadcasting in 259–60
authenticity, of information 90
authority of judiciary 219–20

and media freedom 220–1
authors, of information and ideas, media as

57–60

balancing of conflicting rights 125–8, 234,
246, 269

absolute 128–39
alternative 142–4
personality rights 153–4
relative 139–42

Berlusconi, Silvio 261
Black, Justice 204
bloggers, media freedom for 64–5, 68
bottleneck rationales 81–2
broadcasting 137

commercial 252
content regulation of 137–8
licensing of 135–7
and media pluralism 191–2
public 86, 103, 259–60, 265–6

Campbell, Naomi 164
cartoons 239
censorship 129–31
child pornography prohibition 218
children, privacy rights of 178
civic republicanism 14–15
civil servants, privacy rights of 48–9,

160–1
civility rules 30–1, 116

for media freedom 33–6
in public discourse 186

commercial speech protection 249–55
Committee on the Elimination of Racial

Discrimination, on hate speech
237–8

communication
facilitators of 57–8
mass 61

communicative action theory (Habermas)
72

companies
media 33, 266–7
as public figures 157

competition policy, and media pluralism
260–5
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conduct
of media 44–5
prior, and privacy rights 163–5

confidentiality rules, and media freedom
150, 169–71, 205, 207–8

conflicts
of norms 54
of principles 54, 117–18
of rights 54, 105
balancing of 125–8, 234, 246, 269

absolute 128–39
alternative 142–4
personality rights 153–4
relative 139–42

consequentialist approaches to freedom of
speech 14–17

contempt of court 220
content regulation, and media freedom

137–8
convicts, former, privacy rights of

176–8
copyrights, and media freedom 189–92
corrections, of false statements 185–6
Council of Europe

on definition of journalist 64
on hate speech 223, 226
on prevention of terrorism 197

Court of Justice of the European Union
(CJEU) see European Court of
Justice (ECJ)

court reporting restrictions 174–8, 220–1
crimes

prevention of 196
reporting on 174–8, 185

criminal proceedings, reporting on see court
reporting

criminal sanctions, for unlawful
publications 138–9

cultural differences 213–14
and international human rights law 5

data protection laws, and media freedom
169–71

defamation
criminalisation of 138–9
jurisprudence on 46–7, 107, 181
liability for 183–6
of religion 241–2

defensive rights 85–92, 103
democracy

and freedom of speech/media freedom
15–16, 22, 115–16

measures permitted in defence of 198
see also public order

necessity of secrecy in 204

requirements for
media independence 85
media pluralism 256–7

and right to scrutinise government
156–7

deontological approaches to freedom of
speech 17–18

derogation of rights 70–1
diplomatic correspondence, confidentiality

of 207–8
disciplinary methods 25–6
disclosure
of journalistic sources 90–2, 182
of personal information 169–71
of state secrets 203–11

discourse theory of media freedom
28–47

discrimination prohibition 101, 224–5
disproportionate media freedom

interferences 128–9, 132
see also proportionality principle

Dworkin, R. 53–4

economic reporting 42
editorial control requirement for media

freedom 58, 60
emergencies, derogation of rights permitted

in 70–1
essential facility doctrine 262
ethics
journalistic 34, 46–7

violations of 207–8, 270
and law 47
see also morals

EU law
on access to information rights 100
on advertising 251
on combating terrorism 197–8
on copyright 190
on data protection 169–70
on hate speech 226–7
on media freedom 6–9
on rights of others 116

European Commission of Human Rights
see European Court/Commission
of Human Rights

European Court of Justice/Court of
Justice of the European Union
(ECJ/CJEU)

on commercial broadcasting 252
on internet service providers, liability of

59–60
on margin of appreciation 120–1
on media freedom 6–7
on media pluralism 191–2, 258–9
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European Court/Commission of Human
Rights (ECtHR)

on margin of appreciation 122–3
on media freedom/freedom of speech 16,

18–20, 31, 48–50, 65–6, 134–5,
140

and authority and impartiality of
judiciary 221

commercial publications 252–5
hate speech 223, 228–9, 231–6, 238–9
health and morals protection 212–17
information access rights 97–100
journalistic ethics 34, 47
licensing of media 136–7
media pluralism 256–7, 259–60, 263–5
media privileges 48–50, 93
non-discrimination obligations 101
prior restraint 130–1
and privacy rights 148–50, 152, 157–61,

164–7, 170–1, 173–4, 177–9, 188–9
and public order/public interest 140–1,

199–202, 206–10
religious freedom 243, 245–8
reply/apology obligations 80–1
sources protection 88

on political debate 32
on public order 194

exclusionary approaches to hate speech
230–2

facts
and opinions/value judgments 72–3, 187
statements of 166–8, 270
false 22–3, 44–5, 180, 185–6, 189
true 168–80
untrue/unproven 180–6

fair comment defences 186–7
false speech/statements of facts 180

corrections of 185–6
dissemination of 22–3, 44–5, 189

foreseeability of the law 112–13
forms of expression, rights to 76–9
freedom of the arts 26–7, 78–9
freedom of information 95–101
freedom of the press 137
freedom of religion 243

and freedom of speech 241–2
and media freedom 242–8

freedom of science 26–7
freedom of speech

and freedom to hold opinions 70–1
and information rights 71–6, 82–4, 95–101
limits of
hate speech 225
public order/public interest 37–8, 194–5

and media freedom 24–8, 48–51, 269
protections 21–3, 65–6, 76–9
and religious freedom 241–2
theories of 13–15, 18–20, 28
consequentialist approaches 14–20
deontological approaches 17–18

US First Amendment protections
4–5, 37

freedom of thought 70–1
fundamental rights

as defensive rights 103
incommensurability of 126
media freedom 2–3, 10, 52–4, 268

general measure doctrine 123
general principles of law 7–8
Germany, jurisprudence on media freedom

in 108
globalisation, and media freedom 9
good faith, of media 45–8, 186, 270
governments

and media 38
public scrutiny of 156–7

Habermas, Jürgen 29–30, 72, 126
harm

caused by speech 201, 227–8
principle 35

hate speech prohibition 23, 223–4
legal framework for 224–7
and media freedom restrictions 227–40

health, media interferences for protection of
212–13

Hesse, Konrad 126
historical debates 239–40
Hoffmann, Lord 118
Holmes, Justice Oliver Wendell Jr 17, 22
Holocaust denial prohibitions 231, 236–7
homosexuality, information on 217–18
honour, right to respect for see privacy rights
horizontal effect 105

of media freedom 105–9
human rights

derogation of 70–1
individual applicability of 105–6
law
evolution of 3, 52–3
see also international human rights law

limited by rights of others 35
protections of, positive state action

required for 93–4, 105
second-generation 52–3

Human Rights Committee (UN)
on media freedom/freedom of speech

5–6, 19, 32–3
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access to information rights 96–7
commercial publications 250, 254–5
hate speech 232, 236–7
and media pluralism 263
and religious freedom 243

on protection of morals 214, 217–18

ideas, rights to impart 71–6
illegal action, media advocacy of 200–3
impartiality of judiciary 38, 122,

219–20
and media freedom 220–1

independence, of media 85–6
indirect horizontal effect 106–7
individual autonomy rationale for freedom

of speech 17–18
and hate speech 227
not applicable to media 33, 202

individuals
duties and responsibilities of 111
human rights applicable between

105–6
privacy rights of
private persons 163–5
public figures 155–61, 163–5

information
authenticity of 90
media as authors of 57–60
privacy 169–71
protection against searching and seizure

of 91–2
received in confidence 150, 205
see also confidentiality rules

researching of, obligation of media 182
rights
access 95–101
imparting 71–6
receiving 82–4
seeking 86–7

innocence presumption, and media
reporting 185

innocent dissemination principle 59
intellectual property rights, and media

freedom 189–92
Inter-American Court of Human Rights

on freedom of speech/media freedom 8,
19–20, 25, 31–2, 133–4

information rights 19–20, 82–3, 95–6
media pluralism 257
privacy rights 179–80

on public order 194
interception of information, protections

against 91–2
interference 102

see also media freedom, interferences

intermediaries
media freedom not applicable to 59
speech 58–9, 81–2

internal pluralism, of media companies
266–7

International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia, on protection
of journalistic sources 88–9

international human rights conventions
on authority and impartiality of judiciary

219
on freedom of speech 69–70

academic speech 154–5
hate speech 224–7
information rights 84

on media freedom 52
duties and responsibility clauses 36
licensing of media 135–6
privileges of media 93
professionalism requirement 64

on media pluralism 256
on privacy rights 147–8, 150–2
on protection of health and morals 212
on public order based measures 193–4

international human rights jurisprudence
coherence of 6
on criticism of judiciary/judges 162–3
on freedom of the arts 78–9
on freedom of speech/media freedom 3,

6–8, 18–20, 31–3, 37–8, 65–6
authority and impartiality of judiciary

221
broadcasting content regulation 137–8
commercial speech/publications 250,

252–5
hate speech 228–40
health and morals protection 212–18
horizontal effect 108
information rights 82–3, 95–100
journalistic ethics 34, 46–7
legitimacy principle 115–16
libel/defamation 107
licensing of media 136–7
and media pluralism 191–2, 257–60,

263–5
media privileges 48–50, 93
non-discrimination principle 101
prior restraint 129–31
and privacy rights 148–50, 152, 157–61,

164–7, 170–4, 177–81, 188–9
and public interest 140
and public order restrictions 199–202,

204, 206–10
registration of journalists 133–5
and religious freedom 243–8
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international human rights jurisprudence
(cont.)

reply/apology obligation 80–1
sources protection 88, 92
third party speech 75–6

on internet service providers, liability of
59–60

on margin of appreciation 120–3, 152
on public concern 40–2
on public order 194–5
review of national jurisprudence 118–19,

121–3
international human rights law 4, 7

and cultural differences 5
on freedom of speech 5
general principles of law in 7–8
and national law 110, 118–19
state obligations in 102–3, 236, 256–7
and United States 4

internet communications/publications 61
and amateur journalism 62
and media freedom 63

internet service providers 59–60
interpretation, of treaties 205

Jellinek, Georg 93–4
journalism/journalists 64, 268

amateur 62
ethics of 34, 46–7
violations of 207–8, 270

protections of 39, 73–6, 91–2
registration requirements 132–5
sources protection by 87–92, 182

journalistic freedom see media freedom
judiciary/judges

authority and impartiality of 38, 122,
219–20

and media freedom 220–1
privacy rights of 161–3
public scrutiny of 161–3

jurisprudence see international human
rights jurisprudence

justice, open, and privacy rights 175–6
justification approaches to hate speech

233–40

Kant, Immanuel 35, 195–6
Kelsen, Hans 15

law
and ethics 47
foreseeability of 112–13
general principles of, in human rights

treaties 7–8
Kant on 35

Le Pen, Jean-Marie 188
legality principle

in media freedom interferences 112–15
and proportionality principle 123

legitimacy principle, in media freedom
interferences 115–17

legitimate aim test, for media freedom
interferences 124

liabilities of media 58–60, 144
libel see defamation
liberalism, on freedom of speech 17–18
liberty

as defensive right against the state 85
doctrine 53
positive/negative 79
and tolerance 229

licensing
of media 114–15, 131–7
of publications 129

‘Das Liebeskonzil’ (film, ‘Council in
Heaven’) 245–6

life, rights to 94
limits

to freedom of speech 37–8, 194–5, 225
to media freedom 33–6, 81, 110–11
by rights of others 35, 81, 147, 189–92
see also privacy rights

The Little Red Schoolbook, litigation on
215–16

McLuhan, Marshall 57, 137
majority, tyranny of 213–14
malice 46–7
margin of appreciation 118

applied to media freedom interferences
moral protection 215
personality rights 152–3
public order 198–9
religious freedom 244–6

determination of 118–23
marketplace of ideas 17, 21–2
mass communication 61
mass media 60–1
means of expression, rights to 76–9
media 57–60, 66–8

conduct of 44–5
definitions of 26–7, 57, 268
duties and responsibilities of 25–6, 50,

141, 234–5, 244, 269
balanced with privileges 34–5, 48
journalistic ethics 34, 46–7, 207–8, 270
see also media freedom, limits of

economic role of 6–7
good faith of 45–8, 186, 270
independence of 85–6
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and individual autonomy rationale for
freedom of speech 33, 202

liabilities of 58–60, 144
licensing of 114–15, 131–7
mass media 60–1
obligations of
to grant access 261–5
to publish a reply/apology 79–81
to research/verify information 44–5, 182
to transmit third party speech/

statements 261–5
ownership of 260–1
powers of 1–2, 33–4
privileges of 48–50, 69–84, 92–5
balanced with duties and

responsibilities 34–5, 48, 69–84, 93
protections of
in disclosure of state secrets 203–9
institutional 69, 84–101
see also media freedom

public discourse role of 29–33, 36, 268
public interest role of 37–44, 65, 67–8
regulation of 131–2
subsidies for 265–6
transparency requirements for 135, 144

media companies 33, 266–7
media freedom 9–10, 22, 34–6, 47–8, 50,

59, 61–6, 193
and freedom of speech 24–8, 48–51,

63–4, 269
as fundamental right 2–3, 10, 52–4, 268
and globalisation 9
interferences 103–9, 269–70
and authority and impartiality of

judiciary 220–1
balancing conflicting rights 125–44,

153–4, 234, 246, 269
hate speech prohibition 223–4, 227–40
for health protection 212–13
justification requirements 112–18
for media pluralism 257–60
for moral protection 212–18
proportionality principle applied to

117–18, 144, 269
and public interest 140–1, 165–6,

168–9, 178–80
public order based 193–4, 196–9, 244

advocacy of illegal action 200–3
disclosure of state secrets 203–11
third party statements 199–200

and religious freedom 242–8
and state obligations 102–3

limits to 33–6, 110–11, 154, 234–5
by rights of others 35, 81, 147, 189–92
see also privacy rights

obligations
to grant access to speech infrastructure

by speech intermediaries 81–2
to publish a reply/apology 79–81
to research/verify information 44–5, 182

and privacy rights 107–8, 147–53, 189
balancing of rights 144, 153–4
prior conduct 163–5
publication contents 165–89
victims 155–63

protections/privileges 48–50, 69–84,
249–55

loss of 68
objections to 24–8
right not to publish 79–82, 109

and public discourse contribution 37–44,
65, 67–8, 168

theories of 24
discourse theory 28–47

Media Freedom Principle 28–9, 268–70
media law
contemporary challenges for 2
of EU 6–9
in Netherlands 258–9

media pluralism 256–7
and media freedom interferences 191–2,

257–60
policies 260–7

media speech privilege 48–50, 69–84
medical information, confidentiality of

170–1
Meiklejohn , Alexander 126
Menem, Carlos Saúl 179–80
Mill, John Stuart 16, 18, 35, 85, 180
Milton, John 16, 180, 229
mistakes, rights to make 50
Mitterand, François 170–1
monarchies/monarchs, and privacy rights

158–60
monopolies, for broadcasting 259–60
morals, protection of 121–2
and media freedom restrictions 212–18
see also ethics

‘must carry’ obligations 81–2

national law, and international human
rights law 110, 118–19

national security, assessment of 120–1
necessity 216
of order 195–6
of security 204
test for media freedom interferences

124–5
negative freedoms 79
Netherlands, media law in 258–9
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newsgathering, rights to 86–7
non-coercive public discourse 30
non-derogable rights 70–1
non-discrimination obligations 101, 224–5
norms

of civility 30–1, 33–6, 116, 186
conflicts of 54
social 35–6

obligations
of media
to grant access 261–5
to publish a reply/apology 79–81
to research/verify information 44–5,

182
to transmit third party speech/

statements 261–5
of non-discrimination 101, 224–5
of speech intermediaries, to grant access

81–2
of states in human rights law 102–3, 236,

256–7
obscenity, permissibility of 213
open justice, and privacy rights 175–6
openness of public discourse 29–30
opinions

and facts 72–3, 187
freedom to hold 70–1
public 30
see also value judgments

order
necessity of 195–6
see also public order

otherness, suppression of 213–14
others, rights of 116

limiting media freedom 35, 81, 147,
189–92

state obligations to protect 236

paintings, obscene 216–17
Pentagon Papers, publication of 204
personal information, disclosure of

169–71
personality rights 147, 153–4

freedom of religion as 243
see also privacy rights

photos, publication of, and privacy rights
171–4

Plato 21
pluralism 256

see also media pluralism
point-to-point communication 61
political advertising 263–5
political debate/speech 32

protection of 121–2, 186

political reporting 40–1
politicians, privacy rights of 156–7,

179–80
Popper, Karl 229–30
pornography

child, prohibition of 218
permissibility of 213

positive freedoms 79
Post, Robert 18, 29
practical concordance principle 126, 142
pragmatism, American 22
pressing social needs, for media freedom

interferences 124–5
prevention

of crimes 196
of terrorism 196–7

principles
conflicts of 54, 117–18
general principles of law 7–8
for public order based interferences in

media freedom 198–9
and rights 53–4

prior conduct, and privacy rights protection
163–5

prior notification rights 188–9
prior restraint measures, and media

freedom 129–31
privacy rights 147–52

and media freedom 107–8, 152–3, 189
balancing of rights 144, 153–4
prior conduct 163–5
publication contents 165–89
victims 147–52, 155–63

private concerns, and public interest 38–40,
42–4, 153

private law, human rights law applicable in
106–7

private persons, privacy rights of 163–5
professionalism requirement for media

freedom 64–5, 268
proof, burden of 181–2

for state secrecy 205
proportionality principle 54

application of 116
to disclosure of journalistic sources

90–1
to media freedom interferences

117–18, 144, 269
to public order based interferences

199
see also margin of appreciation

and legality principle 123
Protagoras 21–2
public administration reporting 41
public broadcasting
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independence requirement for 86
internal pluralism requirement for 266
and media subsidies 265–6
monopolies for 259–60
special obligations of 103

public discourse 29, 268
aims of 30
civility rules in 186
falsehoods in 180
judges needing to refrain from 162
media’s role in 29–33, 36, 268
and media freedom 37–44, 65, 67–8,

168
morality claims in 213
see also discourse theory

public figures
companies as 157
privacy rights of 155–61, 163–5

public interest 116, 270
and commercial speech 249–50
and disclosure of journalistic sources

90, 92
and media freedom interferences

140–1, 165–6, 168–9, 178–80
media’s contribution to 37–44, 65,

67–8
and privacy concerns 38–40, 42–4,

153
public opinion formation 30
public order 194–6

media freedom interferences based on
193–4, 196–9, 244

advocacy of illegal action 200–3
disclosure of state secrets 203–11
third party statements 199–200

public safety, assessment of 120–1
public sphere 30
publications

alternatives 143–4
contents of
and privacy rights 165–89
and public order restrictions 202

licensing of 129
of photos, and privacy rights 171–4
of third party statements 199–200
unlawful, criminal sanctions for

138–9
publishing, rights to refrain from 79–82

quotations, journalistic use of 73–6

racism prohibition 224–5, 231–2
rationality, in balancing of rights 126–8
Rawls, J. 35
religious advertising 263

religious feelings
rights to protection of 242–3

see also freedom of religion
religious traditionalist approaches to

religious freedom and freedom of
speech 241–2

replies, obligations to publish 79–81
reputation, right to respect for see privacy

rights
rights
conflicts of 54, 105

balancing of 125–39, 234, 246, 269
absolute 128–39
alternative 142–4
personality rights 153–4
relative 139–42

defensive 85–92, 103
of others 116

limiting media freedom 35, 81, 147,
189–92

state obligations to protect 236
and principles 53–4
of reply 79–81
see also fundamental rights; human rights

Rousseau, Jean-Jacques 14–15

satire, permissibility of 187–8
Scalia, Justice 25
Schiller, F. C. S. 22
searching and seizure of information,

protections against 91–2
secrecy, necessity of 204
secularist fundamentalist approaches to

religious freedom and freedom of
speech 242

Security Council (UN), glorification of
terrorism condemned by 196

shock advertising 251
social norms, limiting media freedom 35–6
Socrates 21
Sophists 21–2
sources
protection of 87–92, 182

see also disclosure, of journalistic sources
speech 126–7
freedom of see freedom of speech
harm caused by 201, 227–8
third party 73–6

speech intermediaries 58–9, 81–2
Spycatcher (Wright), litigation on

publication of 206–7
state secrets, disclosure of 203–11
states
burden of proof for state secrets 205
defensive rights against 85–92
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states (cont.)
entitlements to actions of 84–101
obligations of, in international human

rights law 102–3, 236, 256–7
status positivus/civitatis 93–4, 105
Stewart, Justice Potter 39
Sunstein, Cass 37
surveillance, of journalists, protections

against 91–2
‘suspicion of government’ theory 37

television see audiovisual media
terrorism, prohibition of glorification of

196–8, 239
third party speech/statements

media freedom protections of 73–6
obligations of media to transmit 261–5
public order based restrictions on

publication of 199–200
tolerance, and liberty 229
transparency

requirements for journalism/media 135,
144

and state secrecy 205
treaties, interpretation of 205
true statements of fact 168–80
truth

discourse theory on 46
existence of 21–2, 180
as freedom of speech argument 16–17

Turkey, media freedom in 201
tyranny of majority 213–14

uncertainty, and margin of appreciation
119, 121, 152

understanding, as aim of public discourse
30

United States
First Amendment doctrine in 4–5, 37
and international human rights law 4
media freedom/freedom of speech

jurisprudence 4–5, 25, 54, 93,
126–7, 137–8

commercial publications 252
defamation 46–7, 107, 181
hate speech 228, 233
and privacy rights 165, 173
and public order restrictions 204

pragmatism of 22

validity claims 46
value judgments

and media freedom 186–9
see also opinions

victims, of privacy rights violations 155–63

Weber, Anne 223–4
whistle-blowers, protection of 210–11

Zupančič, Judge 49
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